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July 17, 2023  Pasha Sternberg 
310.229.1335 
psternberg@polsinelli.com 

VIA E-MAIL (CONSUMER_PROTECTION@AG.IDAHO.GOV) 

Attorney General’s Office 
Security Breach Notifications 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720

Re: Notification of Data Security Incident 

Dear Madam/Sir: 

We represent J&D Brush Co. LLC dba Bio Ionic (“Bio Ionic”), in connection with an incident that 
involved the personal information of Idaho residents and provide this notice on behalf of Bio Ionic 
pursuant to IDAHO CODE § 28-51-105(1). This notice will be supplemented, if necessary, with any 
new significant facts discovered subsequent to its submission. While Bio Ionic is notifying you of 
this incident, Bio Ionic does not waive any rights or defenses relating to the incident or this notice, 
or the applicability of Idaho law on personal jurisdiction.  

NATURE OF THE INCIDENT 

Upon discovering that its website contained unauthorized code, Bio Ionic began an internal 
investigation, notified law enforcement, and through its counsel engaged a leading computer 
forensics firm to investigate the incident and confirm the security of its website and computer 
systems. Through that forensic investigation, it was determined that an unauthorized code was 
placed into the Bio Ionic website, which allowed an unknown, unauthorized third party to 
potentially view and capture certain information that was entered into the website’s checkout page 
as consumers made purchases through the website between March 7, 2023, and March 27, 2023.  
The information the code would have gathered included an individual’s name, shipping and billing 
addresses, payment card information, and email address. 

NOTIFICATION TO THE IDAHO RESIDENTS  

Bio Ionic determined that the information potentially viewed or captured contained the personal 
information fifty-four (54) Idaho residents. On July 17, 2023, Bio Ionic notified these Idaho 
residents via US First Class mail. Enclosed are samples of the notices sent to the Idaho residents. 
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STEPS TAKEN RELATING TO THE INCIDENT 

Upon discovering the incident, Bio Ionic initiated an internal investigation, notified law 
enforcement, and engaged a leading forensic cybersecurity firm to assist in its investigation and to 
confirm the security of its website and computer systems. In addition, Bio Ionic is also working 
with the credit card brands to address the issue.  As discussed above, Bio Ionic is notifying the 
potentially involved individuals, providing information on how they can protect themselves 
against fraudulent activity and identity theft.  Finally, Bio Ionic is reviewing its information 
security policies and evaluating additional controls it can implement to reduce the risk of a similar 
incident occurring in the future. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or if I can provide you with any 
further information concerning this matter. 

Very truly yours, 

Pasha Sternberg 
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